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Understanding Representation: Contrasting Gesture and Sketching in Design 

Through Dual-Process Theory 

Abstract 

Representation is essential to design work. While there is a multitude of research on, for example, gesture, 

prototyping, and sketching, there is a critical need for a more general account of design representation, able 

to explain diverse results across representation modes and design tasks. We address this need by 

experimentally testing dual-process theory hypotheses regarding the impact of gesture and sketching on a 

range of design tasks, including reproduction, evaluation, elaboration, ideation, and selection. Central to this 

is the (mis)match between representation mode at input/response, and the interaction between Type 1 and 

Type 2 processing. These findings support a novel dual-process explanation of design representation, suggest 

resolutions to previously contradictory findings, and provide implications for design theory, education, and 

practice. 
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Representation is an essential aspect of design work (Luck, 2014; Oxman, 1997) and plays a central role in 

design communication, evaluation, conceptualisation, and cognition (Eris, Martelaro, & Badke-Schaub, 2014; 

Scaife & Rogers, 1996; Visser & Maher, 2011). While representation ranges from writing to 3D mock-ups (Pei, 

Campbell, & Evans, 2011), two major modes used during conversation are gesture and sketching (Cash & 

Maier, 2016; Kavakli & Gero, 2001). Research on sketching has been translated into numerous 

communication and design tools (Kulkarni, Summers, Vargas-Hernandez, & Shah, 2000), as well as specific 

design education (Booth, Taborda, Ramani, & Reid, 2016). However, while it is acknowledged that gesture is 

distinct from sketching (Cash & Maier, 2016), the differing impact of these representation modes on design 

work remains critically understudied (Babapour, 2016; Harkki, Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, & Hakkarainen, 2018). 

This deficit prevents efforts to develop theory-driven design support and education able to effectively take 

advantage of each representation mode’s unique properties. 

In order to address this deficit a more general understanding of design representation is needed. Here, 

generality has two dimensions: across representation modes, and across design tasks. Prior representation 

research has typically focused on these dimensions in isolation. For example, Goldschmidt (2007) and Van 
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Der Lugt (2005) examine a single mode across design tasks, while Linsey et al. (2011) and Eris et al. (2014) 

examine multiple modes in specific tasks. Despite this, numerous authors highlight the potential for 

developing more general explanative and predictive power through the operationalisation of cognitive 

theory (Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014; Cash, Daalhuizen, Valgeirsdottir, & Van Oorschot, 2019; Crilly & Cardoso, 

2017). Thus, we aim to provide a more general account of design representation by operationalising and 

testing predictions grounded in generic cognitive theory. 

To address this aim we test predictions derived from dual-process theory (Evans, 2008) regarding the impact 

of gesture and sketching on multiple design tasks, in theory testing mode (Cash, 2018). We do this via three, 

multi-part experimental studies testing hypotheses regarding reproduction, evaluation, elaboration, 

ideation, and selection. Based on this we contribute a novel, processing-based explanation of gesture and 

sketching in design, extending current theory in the areas of design representation and design cognition. 

1 Gesture and sketching in design 

Significant research has focused on representation and its varied roles in design (Becvar, Hollan, & Hutchins, 

2008; Luck, 2010). This has delivered insight into a wide array of representational phenomena, such as 

reflective sketching (Menezes & Lawson, 2006; Scrivener, Ball, & Tseng, 2000), gestural computer interaction 

(Waldherr, Romero, & Thrun, 2000), and multi-modal communication (Murphy, 2005). Further, research on 

sketching and other representation modes has formed the basis for a wide array of mode-specific tools, 

guides, and educational supports (Booth et al., 2016; Kulkarni et al., 2000). Research on representation is 

thus relevant to almost all aspects of design work.  

There are numerous studies of visualisation and prototyping (Babapour, 2016; Pei et al., 2011) as well as 

more abstract explanations of how representations provide external support for cognition (Scaife & Rogers, 

1996; Tversky, 2011) and facilitate the resolution of uncertainty (Ball & Christensen, 2019; Cash & Kreye, 

2017). However, a major question remains regarding how these insights can be synthesised. Specifically, 

there are few comparative studies in this area (Maier & Kleinsmann, 2013; Toh & Miller, 2014; Visser & 

Maher, 2011). Therefore, there is a need for both theoretical and empirical synthesis. 

Establishing a common theoretical foundation for understanding design representation could provide the 

basis for generalising insights across contexts (Cash, 2018; Wacker, 2008), as well as to new modes or tasks 

emerging in design practice (Bilda & Demirkan, 2003; Jonson, 2005). Given the widely acknowledged link 

between representation and cognition (Cash & Kreye, 2017; Scaife & Rogers, 1996; Wilson, 2002), there is a 

potential opportunity for obtaining such a foundation through cognitive theory. Specifically, prior design 

research describes various perspectives on representation related information processing, mental 

simulation, and reflection, which are all linked to dual-process theory (Stanovich, West, & Toplak, 2012). 
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2 A dual-process theory account of design representation 

Following recent discussions of future directions in design cognition (Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014; Cash, 

Daalhuizen, et al., 2019) and uncertainty (Ball & Christensen, 2019; Cash & Kreye, 2017), as well as applied 

studies of creativity (Beaty et al., 2018; Kleinmintz, Ivancovsky, & Shamay-Tsoory, 2019) and design 

methodology (Daalhuizen, 2014), we come to a focus on dual-process theory (Evans & Stanovich, 2013; 

Stanovich, 2009). While dual-process theory is broadly accepted in cognitive psychology it is yet to be widely 

operationalised in design research (Crilly & Cardoso, 2017; Kannengiesser & Gero, 2019). Therefore, before 

further design specific theory construction is possible it is first necessary to test basic dual-process 

explanations in the design context (Cash, 2018; Wacker, 2008).  

The premise of dual-process theory is that there are at least two major types of cognitive processing: Type 1 

that is intuitive and fast; and Type 2 that is analytical, deliberate, and slow (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). While 

Type 1 deals with intuitive associations, judgements, and rapid responses, Type 2 deals with deliberate 

analysis, mental simulation1, and reflection (Stanovich, 2009). Typically, designers move between intuitive 

and reflective periods as they develop and define concepts (Steinert & Leifer, 2011; Wiltschnig, Christensen, 

& Ball, 2013); and most design tasks appear to build on some interaction between both postulated types of 

processing (Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014). For example, ideation is characterised by bursts of rapid, associative 

idea generation (linking to accounts of Type 1 processing), interspersed with deliberate, reflective periods of 

idea interpretation and reorientation (linking to accounts of Type 1 processing) (Gonçalves, Cardoso, & 

Badke-Schaub, 2016; Hay et al., 2017). As such, ideation can be described in terms of Type 1 and Type 2 

processing interacting across the duration of the task. Similar accounts can be derived for design elaboration 

and selection, where rapid, associative thinking is used to explore the identified problem or solution space, 

while deliberate reflective thinking is used to re-frame, re-contextualise, or re-direct the process (Badke-

Schaub & Eris, 2014; Hay et al., 2017; Sevier et al., 2017). This is reinforced by design training and methods 

that typically seek to combine both types of processing, for example, Brainwriting directs intuitive idea 

generation followed by reflective idea clustering and evaluation. As such, while individual types of processing 

are likely to be dominant during specific periods of a design task, they can be considered as acting in 

conjunction across the task as a whole. Therefore, dual-process theory has the potential to develop generic 

explanations of complex differences in response to various design representation inputs (in this case 

gestured and sketched), across design tasks. Specifically, we operationalise and test dual-process hypotheses 

across tasks ranging from generative to evaluative, including reproduction, evaluation, elaboration, ideation, 

and selection. 

 
1 We use ‘mental simulation’ throughout in order to distinguish this from physical or other types of simulation commonly 
found in design. 
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Following dual-process theory, two basic mechanisms underpin the logic for the tested hypotheses and the 

differentiation of responses to various representational inputs. These are detailed in the following sections 

and summarised in Figure 1 with respect to a basic dual-process model derived from Stanovich, West and 

Toplak (2012), following Daalhuizen (2014). Importantly, these constitute postulates based on explanations 

of dual-process theory; but are yet to be definitively proven. As such, they form an explanative basis for this 

work, but remain to be tested. In Figure 1, we highlight the generic variables at play, i.e. the mode and 

information content of the input coupled with the mode of the desired response. 

• Mechanism 1: When the representation mode of an input and response are mismatched, i.e. sketched 

input and gestured output or vice versa, Type 2 processing is required to interpret and manipulate the 

input (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). For example, via mental simulation and reflective decoupling (Ball & 

Christensen, 2009; Stanovich, Toplak, & West, 2008). In contrast, matched input/response could support 

simple associations and default to Type 1 processing (Stanovich et al., 2008). This will be particularly 

evident in reproduction, generative elaboration, and ideation tasks (see Hypotheses 1A-F). 

• Mechanism 2: The representation mode of an input will implicitly emphasise certain aspects of its 

information content, which we refer to as ‘implicit modal information’, shaping Type 1 intuitive 

processing (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). For example, by prompting implicit associations (Stanovich et al., 

2008). Therefore, responses will emphasise the implicit information associated with a representation 

mode, e.g. the 3D spatial and dynamic aspects of gestures. This will be distinct from the input’s explicit 

information content and be particularly evident in reproduction, generative elaboration, and ideation 

tasks (see Hypotheses 2A-E). 

Each of the following sections elaborates these mechanisms into hypotheses, based on the model in Figure 

1 and the proposed explanations of Stanovich, West and Toplak (2012). 

 

Figure 1: Theoretical model illustrating hypotheses linking differences in inputs to potential differences in 

processing and subsequent design responses 

2.1 Varying mental simulation and reflective processing demands 
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When the representation mode at input and response are mismatched (e.g. gestured input and sketched 

response) there is an increased demand on Type 2 processing, as mental simulation and reflection are 

required to decouple and reformulated the input into a different response. In contrast, when input and 

response are matched (e.g. sketched input and response) it is possible to recite inputs via simple associations 

and default Type 1 processing (Hegarty, 2004; Stanovich et al., 2008). Critically, Type 2 processing, and mental 

simulation in particular, is essential to interpretation. For example, it can explain how designers identify non-

visual functions or other insights from sketches (Baskinger & Nam, 2006; Suwa & Tversky, 1997). Type 2 

processing increases the amount of time and effort needed to interpret and respond to inputs (Norman et 

al., 2017; Stanovich et al., 2008) and can potentially lead to greater variation in interpretation (Stacey, Eckert, 

& McFadzean, 1999). Designers are continuously asked to deal with matched/mismatched input/response 

representations. For example, during detailed design it is common to present concept drawings that design 

team members need to accurately reproduce and annotate in their own logbooks (McAlpine, Cash, & Hicks, 

2017). Similarly, during creative sessions it is common to show sketches or other visualisations that prompt 

designers to gesture, sketch, or verbalise ideas (Linsey et al., 2011). Hence, these effects can be connected 

to design relevant measures including, reproduction success, accuracy of reproduction, and degree of 

elaboration. In the context of this research, gestured verses sketched inputs will be distinguished based on 

their match/mismatch with the sketched response (used to allow for comparison with prior design studies 

(Linsey et al., 2011; Sevier et al., 2017)). This leads to three reproduction and elaboration related hypotheses: 

Reproduction: Matched input/response will lead to better reproduction measured via: H1A overall success 

rate; H1B number of reproduced i) parts and ii) movements. 

Elaboration: Matched input/response will lead to more elaboration, measured via: H1C number of i) 

functions, ii) parts, and iii) features developed during elaboration.  

The increased Type 2 processing demands introduced by mismatched input/response specifically require 

mental simulation and reflection (Stanovich et al., 2012). This has been shown to support greater adaption 

to task and generative performance (Furlan, Agnoli, & Reyna, 2016; Norman et al., 2017). Hence, this can 

again be connected to design relevant measures in terms of accuracy of reproduction and degree of 

elaboration. This connects to notions of reflection in action during design (Valkenburg & Dorst, 1998). Thus, 

we can define two hypotheses associated with reproduction and elaboration: 

Reproduction: Matched input/response will lead to lower variation in reproduction, measured via: H1D 

deviance from input in terms of i) number of parts and ii) movements, iii) topology, and iv) mode of action. 

Elaboration: Matched input/response will lead to lower quality elaboration, measured via: H1E i) overall 

quality and ii) increased originality and development from the input. 
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Finally, increased mental simulation could correspond to increased cognitive load and thus reduce designers’ 

overall processing capacity (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). This follows studies of multi-media instruction where 

the presentation of information has been shown to have a critical impact on its processing (Mayer & Moreno, 

2003). In the design context, Sun and Yao (2012) highlight how increased load can influence novelty and 

quantity during creative ideation. Here, designers iteratively ideate from a given stimuli, reflect, and reframe 

(Gonçalves et al., 2016; Hay et al., 2017). This cycle of iterative exploration and reflection is well established 

in design creativity and in design methods, and requires designers to both employ rapid intuitive idea 

generation, and more deliberative, reflective reframing in order to be successful (Gonçalves et al., 2016; 

Valkenburg & Dorst, 1998). As such, increasing the load in terms of mental simulation could impact creative 

outcomes during ideation. However, Vasconcelos et al. (2017) found that while different stimuli did not 

impact overall fluency, they did shape the focus of the ideas produced. This leads to an ideation related 

hypothesis that might display mixed results across two key creativity measures (Shah, Smith, & Vargas-

Hernandez, 2003). 

Ideation: Matched input/response will lead to better ideation, measured via: H1F i) functional novelty and 

ii) overall number of ideas. 

2.2 Intuitive responses directed by representation mode 

Critical to the hypotheses in this section is the distinction between the explicit information content of an 

input and the implicit information associated with its representation mode (Cash & Maier, 2016; Goldin-

Meadow, 1999). This distinction is illustrated by a number of observations in design. For example, Eris et al. 

(2014) highlight the communication of information distinct to gestures compared to verbalisations or 

sketches. Bekker, Olson, and Olson (1995) describe how kinetic gestures can describe interactions between 

user and product, and Linsey et al. (2011) note the implicit geometric information found in sketches. Here, 

representation mode conveys implicit information regarding knowledge structure and focus of attention 

(Kelly & Gero, 2014; Roth, 2001). Specifically, gesture has been associated with implicit focus on spatial and 

dynamic elements (Chu & Kita, 2011; Garber & Goldin-Meadow, 2002). Critically, such implicit information 

typically acts on Type 1 intuitive processing by triggering association (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). 

Intuitive processing can be linked to descriptions of fixation (Crilly & Cardoso, 2017; Vasconcelos & Crilly, 

2016) and creativity in design (Dane & Pratt, 2007; Sowden, Pringle, & Gabora, 2015). Stanovich et al. (2012) 

postulate that Type 1 and 2 processing continuously interact during generative tasks, with Type 2 processing 

able to override intuitive responses. More generally, designers combine intuitive and reflective periods 

during creative tasks (Gonçalves et al., 2016; Hay et al., 2017). Therefore, intuitive responses could interact 

with analytical responses driven by explicit information content (as in Hypothesis 1) (Sowden et al., 2015; 

Stanovich et al., 2012) and thus their effects may mediate rather than dominate the final response. For 

example, during ideation explicit information content will form direct stimuli for ideas and thus affect overall 
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novelty and idea production as in H1F, while implicit information regarding spatial and dynamic features 

(gesture) verses layout (sketch) might shape direction of focus as in H2E. Such interactions might also help 

explain the high degree of variation in fixation studies (Sio, Kotovsky, & Cagan, 2015; Vasconcelos & Crilly, 

2016). Hence, we would expect implicit modal information to prompt simple association biases related to 

the input mode. In the context of design this can be operationalised in terms of measures that distinguish 

bias toward associations with spatial and dynamic features. For instance, three-dimensional and alternative 

views, movements, and kinetics as highlighted by gestures versus layout and form features, two-dimensional 

layout views, and structure, as highlighted by sketches. While this does not reflect a categorical 

differentiation between sketching and gestures, prior work has shown that each favour one or other type of 

information (Chu & Kita, 2011; Davis, 2016). In particular, design students are trained to produce 2D views 

to represent layouts and 3D views to represent spatial characteristics and kinetics (Steur, 2019). Therefore, 

this distinction in output can provide information on designers’ implicit interpretation of an input. This leads 

to five hypotheses: 

Reproduction: Implicit modal information will prompt associations with spatial characteristics, measured 

via: H2A overall rate of 2D versus 3D representation in response; H2B bias in identification of functions. 

Elaboration: Implicit modal information will prompt associations with spatial characteristics, measured via: 

H2C bias in elaboration of spatial and dynamic elements; and H2D bias in elaboration of i) functions and ii) 

features. 

Ideation: Implicit modal information will prompt associations with spatial characteristics, measured via: 

H2E bias in creation of i) functions and ii) features. 

While the underlying logic associated with Hypothesis 2 and it sub-hypotheses is grounded in well-evidenced 

accounts of Type 1 processing, there are two major caveats that should be highlighted here. First, the 

interaction between Type 1 and Type 2 processing is complex and can lead to a range of possible outcomes 

in terms of balance between analytical and intuitive responses (Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014; Sowden et al., 

2015; Stanovich et al., 2008). Second, following this complexity, the empirical findings and operationalisation 

of intuition and fixation type effects in design creativity show a wide range of – often conflicting – results 

(Crilly & Cardoso, 2017; Sio et al., 2015; Vasconcelos & Crilly, 2016). Thus, the impact of representation mode 

on final outcomes is more ambiguous than in Hypothesis 1. 

2.3 Potential confounds and analytical processing 

Finally, there are a wide range of contrasting findings in design research that could complicate the dual-

processing hypotheses described above. Specifically, design related representational inputs require some 

Type 2 processing in order to understand and respond to their explicit information content, consistent with 
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prior work on uncertainty (Ball & Christensen, 2019; Cash & Kreye, 2017). During judgement focused tasks 

such as evaluation and selection both Type 1 and Type 2 processes are engaged (Evans & Stanovich, 2013; 

Stanovich et al., 2012). Here, there is a focus on analytical processes directed towards explicit goals (Norman 

et al., 2017; Thoma, White, Panigrahi, Strowger, & Anderson, 2015). For example, many design tools are 

targeted at supporting this type of processing (Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2019; Norman et al., 2017). Generally, 

there is focus on deliberate judgement and decision making against goal criteria (Cross, 2008; Toh, Miele, & 

Miller, 2015), particularly regarding feasibility and functionality (Toh & Miller, 2015), which are also linked to 

perception of performance (Hoegg & Alba, 2011). Therefore, if the explicit information content is equivalent, 

Type 2 processing should deliver similar judgements. 

Examples of such contrasting findings in design include, Linsey et al. (2011) and Toh and Miller (2014) who 

found that different stimuli resulted in different levels of fluency during ideation, while Vasconcelos et al. 

(2017) found no effect. Similarly, Toh et al. (2015) suggest potential gender related ownership bias during 

idea selection, while Stark and Perfect (2007, 2008) identify other effects stemming from degree of idea 

development. A number of studies have found a seemingly unconscious bias against the selection of creative 

ideas (Mueller, Melwani, & Goncalo, 2012; Starkey, Toh, & Miller, 2016), while others have found that, when 

explicitly prompted, people were able to override such biases, at the cost of decreased satisfaction and 

perceived idea effectiveness (Rietzschel, Nijstad, & Stroebe, 2010). Further, Kudrowitz et al. (2012) describe 

a link between the quality of an idea representation (comparing sketches) and its perceived creativity. Thus, 

it is perhaps unsurprising that there are contrasting accounts of the overall impact of representational action 

on design outcomes (Bilda, Gero, & Purcell, 2006; Van Der Lugt, 2005; Yang, 2005, 2009).  

Given this diversity in prior results it is essential that we differentiate underlying dual-process mechanisms 

from other study methodology or contextual factors (Cash & Culley, 2014). For example, Linsey et al. (2011) 

note that there was additional information content associated with one representation mode in their study, 

which could confound the processing explanation offered in this section. Therefore, by controlling for dual-

processing related confounds we can potentially expose common mechanisms underlying previously 

conflicting design results. Thus, we formulate three ‘checks’ where we expect no significant differences when 

controlling for information content.  

Check 1 (C1): Evaluation: Controlled explicit information content will lead to equivalent evaluation 

performance, measured via identification of i) strengths, ii) weaknesses, iii) feasibility and iv) ranking of 

concepts. 

Check 2 (C2): Elaboration: Controlled explicit information content will lead to equivalent concept ownership, 

measured via perception of i) ownership, ii) attachment, iii) self-extension, and iv) satisfaction. 
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Check 3 (C3): Selection: Controlled explicit information content will lead to equivalent idea ownership, 

measured via bias toward selection of own ideas for development after ideation. 

3 Methodology 

Given our research aim, we adopt a multi-part experimental approach. The three experimental studies are 

summarised in Table 1, with Study I and III comprising two parts (a and b). In order to increase generalisability 

to the design literature, reduce complexity, and increase robustness the experimental designs and measures 

were, wherever possible, adapted from prior studies. In all cases, a student sample was used to maximise 

internal validity as well as comparability with prior studies, which also utilised students. Students are 

relatively homogeneous and good at following complex study designs, and thus ideal for isolating causal 

effects, internal validity, and statistical validity (Bello, Leung, Radebaugh, Tung, & Van Witteloostuijn, 2009). 

All samples were sized in order to provide a minimum conditional N of ~30 following best practice sample 

size guidance for experimental studies (Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007). Finally, the starting point for all 

experiments was to work with a camera mounting system for an aerial drone, utilising a similar task to that 

already validated by Cash et al. (2013). Each study was scripted to avoid facilitation bias and all experimental 

protocols are provided in the appendix. 

Table 1: Overview experimental studies 
Experiment Sample demographics Study design Sketch / Gesture N 
Study Ia: Reproduction University design and 

innovation students 
44% female; mean age 23.7 

years, SD 3.5; mean work 
experience 8.8 months, SD 

11.5 

Within group 
counterbalanced A v. B 

N = 122 across four 
conditions Study Ib: Evaluation 

Study II: Elaboration Between group A v. B N = 32/N = 41 
Study IIIa: Ideation N = 55/N = 44 
Study IIIb: Selection N = 44/N = 43 

3.1 Study I: Reproduction and Evaluation 

In this study, participants were asked to watch two sets of videos. Each set showed a person describing three 

concepts for a camera mounting system to be attached to a drone, and was repeated three times. Each short 

description lasted 20 seconds and was based on the descriptions of concept explanations provided by Cash 

and Maier (2016). Participants were then asked to complete a small distractor task (filling in demographic 

information) before being asked to reproduce the concepts they had been shown as accurately as possible, 

list their main functions, and evaluate their strengths, weakness, and feasibility (using the scoring system 

described by Linsey et al. (2011, fig. 7) (Table 2). After completing this task for the first set, study participants 

were asked to rank the concepts in terms of feasibility, novelty, and which was ‘best’. Once complete, they 

watched the second set following the same procedure (see Appendix A). The two sets comprised six concepts 

in total, with one set using gesture and verbalisation and the other sketching and verbalisation, again based 

on Cash and Maier (2016). In order to control for ordering or learning effects a within group counterbalanced 

design was used (Kirk, 2009), with four conditions as illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Structure of Study I with example stills from the concept description videos 

3.2 Study II: Elaboration 

In this study, participants were asked to watch one of two possible videos. This comprised the gesture and 

sketching videos for the concept that was most memorable in Study I. Participants were then asked to build 

on the video to create one single concept and develop and detail this as much as possible in 20 minutes 

(Sevier et al., 2017). As part of this elaboration they were also requested to describe functionality, durability, 

and ease of use. Once elaboration was finished, participants were asked to complete a number of Likert-type 

instruments drawn from prior work, to evaluate their sense of ownership over the concept (Table 2 and 

Appendix B). Elaboration of the concept was evaluated based on prior measures described by Toh and Miller 

(2014, fig. 4) and Sevier et al. (2017, op. 8) (Table 2). In order to test the differences between the two 

conditions a between-group design was used (Kirk, 2009). The basic structure, framing, and specific protocol 

instructions for the study instructions were based on the ‘visual inspection’ task described by Toh and Miller 

(2014, p. 3). Study II followed the structure in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Structure of Study II 
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3.3 Study III: Ideation and Selection 

In this study, participants were again asked to watch one of two possible videos, as in Study II. The 

participants were then asked to ideate on the concept, i.e. create as many different ideas as possible, 

following similar creativity studies (Gonçalves et al., 2016). Subsequent to this, they had a three-hour break 

followed by a selection task. The design of this study replicated the work of Starkey et al. (2016), but with 

the previously described camera mounting problem and two conditions, as in Figure 4 (see Appendix C). This 

also aligns with a number of similar works (Starkey et al., 2016; Toh, Miele, et al., 2015; Toh & Miller, 2015) 

and provides the opportunity to replicate the gender based self-selection effects reported by Toh et al. 

(2015). Ideation measurement followed the fluency and novelty evaluations described by Vasconcelos et al. 

(2017) while selection evaluation followed the round table ‘consider/do not consider’ procedure of Toh et 

al. (2015) (Table 2). As in Study II a between groups design was used (Kirk, 2009). 

 

Figure 4: Structure of Study III 

3.4 Experimental Measures 

Five main types of measures were used in this research: counts, schema, word tags, participant rating, and 

calculations (Table 2). The first three types (counts, schema, and word tags) were evaluated by a hypothesis 

blind rater (with a master’s degree in design and industrial experience), denoted as ‘rater-coded’ in Table 2. 

The latter two types (participant rating and calculations primarily related to C1-3) directly followed 

participant inputs, e.g. via Likert scales. A summary of all measures is provided in Table 2, while Appendix D 

gives example coding and details of schemas and Likert scales. For the rater-evaluated measures, we provide 

additional details of procedure and reliability below.  

Count measures 

Count measures were evaluated based on the participants’ sketches and include: H1A (reproductions), H1C 

(use of 3D), H1B and H1C (parts and movements), and H2C (various sketch elements). All of these measures 

were directly manifest in the sketches and relatively simple to identify, as illustrated by the examples in 

Appendix D. Sketches were easily interpretable by a rater with design experience. The rating process followed 

five steps: i) rater training by the first author, ii) rater and first author independently annotated 5% of the 

Study I sketches, iii) comparison revealed 100% agreement, iv) results discussed with second author to ensure 
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consistency, v) the rater evaluated all remaining sketches. The high agreement can be attributed to the 

manifest measures and simplicity of the participant sketches. 

Schema measures 

Schema measures were primarily evaluated based on the participants’ sketches but also included 

descriptions in the provided text boxes and included: H1D (topology and mode of action), C1 and H1E 

(quality), and H1E (originality). Each of these measures followed specific coding schema detailed in Table 2 

and Appendix D. Due to the simplicity of the sketches, interpretation was again found to be highly consistent. 

The rating process followed the same steps as detailed for the count measures. However, in this case an 

iteration was needed in step iii for topology and mode of action. Initial agreement for these measures was 

~80% and hence after discussion with the second author, step ii was repeated on a different 5% of the Study 

I sketches. This resulted in 100% agreement and rating proceeded for the remaining data. 

Word tag measures 

Word tag measures were evaluated based on various aspects of the results as detailed in Table 2 and 

included: H2B, C1, H1E, H2C, H2D, H1F, H2E. Here, words were allocated to tags in two overall stages 

following an iterative inductive process (Miles & Huberman, 1994). First: i) the rater organised the words, 

removed repetitions, and clustered synonyms, ii) the rater carried out an initial clustering, iii) clustering was 

iterated in a workshop with the authors. Steps ii and iii were iterated until the research team agreed on all 

tag allocations. For subsequent studies, the allocation of words from Study I were used as a basis for tagging. 

Any new words were iteratively allocated, as above, until agreement was reached. 
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Table 2: Overview experimental measures 
Task  Measure description Data type 

Reproduction 

H1A Number of successfully reproduced examples from 0 to 6  Gesture/sketched v. success/failure 
Rater-coded based on completion of a sketch within the provided boxes (see Appendix A), typically boxes were either complete or blank 

H1B Total number of reproduced parts and movements Difference in means 
Rater-coded based on sketch details and explicit use of directional arrows (see examples in Appendix D) 

H1D 

Difference in reproduced parts/movements from number in input Difference in means 
Rater-coded based on comparison between sketch details and the base concept (see base concepts and examples in Appendix D) 
Difference in reproduced topology from the input Difference in means 
Rater-coded based on comparison between sketch details in same box as above and the original concept (see schema in Appendix D) 
Difference in reproduced mode of action from the input Difference in means 
Rater-coded based on comparison between sketch details in same box as above and the original concept (see schema in Appendix D) 

H2A Number of responses represented in 3D Gesture/sketched v. 3D/2D 
Rater-coded based on sketch details and explicit use of 3D drawing (see examples in Appendix D) (Sevier et al., 2017, p. 8) 

H2B Number of identified functions related to spatial characteristics Gesture/sketched v. spatial/non-spatial 
Rater-coded based wording in provided blanks (see Appendix A) e.g. “arm turning”, “joint rotation” / “3 motors”, “wireless control” 

Evaluation C1 

Number of identified strengths related to spatial characteristics Gesture/sketched v. spatial/non-spatial 
Rater-coded as with H2B e.g. “vertical movement”, “360 rotation”, “one degree of freedom” / “fixed camera”, “few parts”, “easy control” 
Number of identified weaknesses related to spatial characteristics Gesture/sketched v. spatial/non-spatial 
Rater-coded as with H2B e.g. “low rotation”, “difficult to move”, “limited movement” / “2 motors”, “wind sensitive”, “not well protected” 
Scored evaluation of feasibility ‘quality scale’ 0-2 Gesture/sketched v. 0/1/2 
Based on participant responses to questions 4 and 5 e.g. on page 5 of Appendix A (Linsey et al., 2011, fig. 7) 
Ranked ordering in selection of ‘best’ concepts  Gesture/sketched v. rank order 
Based on participant selection of concept to develop further, question 3 on page 15 of Appendix A 

Elaboration 

H1C 

Number of functions described in elaborated concept  Difference in means 
Rater-coded based on sketches and notes in provided boxes in Appendix B, using list of functions established in H2B 
Number of parts described in elaborated concept Difference in means 
Rater-coded following H1B based on sketches in provided boxes in Appendix B, see example in Appendix D 
Number of movements described in elaborated concept Difference in means 
Rater-coded following H1B based on sketches in provided boxes in Appendix B, see example in Appendix D 

H1E 

Score evaluation of quality ‘quality score’ 0-4 Rank score 
Rater-coded in comparison to the base concept denoted at the start of Appendix D (Toh & Miller, 2014, fig. 4) 
Evaluation of originality in response  Gesture/sketched v. copy/incremental/new 
Rater-coded in comparison to the base concept denoted at the start of Appendix D (see schema in Appendix D) 

H2C Use of 3D spatial elements in concept sketch 3D binary 
Rater-coded following H2A based on sketch details and use of “dimension of depth, width, and height” (Sevier et al., 2017, p. 8) 
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Use of multiple views spatial elements in concept sketch Multiple views binary 
Rater-coded following H2A based on sketch details and “variety of views (top, bottom, side, section, detail, …)” (Sevier et al., 2017, p. 8) 
Use of shading spatial elements in concept sketch Shading binary 
Rater-coded following H2A based on sketch details and “lines/marks fill areas representing gradations of darkness…” (Sevier et al., 2017, p. 8) 
Use of kinetic dynamic elements in concept sketch Kinetic binary 
Rater-coded following H2A based on sketch details and “Indicating motion through streamline form, arrows, movement lines…” (Sevier et al., 2017, p. 8) 

H2D 

Number of tagged functions related to spatial characteristics Gesture/sketched v. spatial/non-spatial 
Rater-coded as with H2B e.g. “push rod”, “manual movement” / “landing legs”, “attachment”, using list of functions established in H2B 
Number of tagged features related to spatial characteristics Gesture/sketched v. spatial/non-spatial 
Rater-coded as with H2B e.g. “movable joints” / “box shell”, using list of features associated with strengths/weaknesses established in HC1 

C2 

Feeling of ownership of the generated concept Likert 
Based on participant response to scale adapted from Buchem (2012, pp. 9–10) as detailed in Appendix D 
Feeling of attachment to the generated concept Likert 
Based on participant response to scale adapted from Schifferstein & Zwartkruis-Pelgrim (2008, p. 11) as detailed in Appendix D 
Degree to which the generated concept is self-extension Likert 
Based on participant response to scale adapted from Schifferstein & Zwartkruis-Pelgrim (2008, p. 11) as detailed in Appendix D 
Feeling of satisfaction with the generated concept Likert 
Based on participant response to scale adapted from Oliver (1980, p. 463) as detailed in Appendix D 

Ideation 

H1F 

Novelty of tagged functions with respect to the total tags Difference in means 
Rater-coded as with H2B based on the list of functions established in H2B, and then calculated based as per Vasconcelos et al. (2017, p. 7) 
Total number of ideas produced Difference in means 
Rater-coded based on participants own numbering of ideas produced – each on a separate sheet (see Appendix C) (Vasconcelos et al., 2017, p. 3) 

H2E 

Number of tagged functions related to spatial characteristics Gesture/sketched v. spatial/non-spatial 
Rater-coded as with H2B e.g. “push rod”, “manual movement” / “landing legs”, “attachment”, using list of functions established in H2B 
Number of tagged features related to spatial characteristics Gesture/sketched v. spatial/non-spatial 
Rater-coded as with H2B e.g. “movable joints” / “box shell”, using list of features associated with strengths/weaknesses established in HC1 

Selection C3 Proportion of own ideas selected for further consideration  Difference in means 
Based on participant rating (see Appendix C) and calculated as per Toh, Strohmetz, et al. (2015, p. 4) 
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4 Results 

In this section we draw together the results from across experiments in order to test the hypotheses. 

4.1 Testing the impact of matched verses mismatched input/response 

Our first set of measures provides robust support for all elements of Hypothesis 1, as summarised in Table 3. 

For H1A-C results were consistent across the six concepts included in Study I. From this set, four measures 

were not supported. Specifically, we observed no significant difference in the number of parts and 

movements developed during elaboration, rather than the expected reduction. However, this was balanced 

by a strong effect in terms of number of functions developed. Second, we observed no significant difference 

in overall quality score after elaboration using a 2-tailed test, while a 1-tailed test aligned with the direction 

of the hypothesis does reveal a marginally significant effect i.e. p = .067. This could be partially attributed to 

overall feasibility scoring being relatively high, with few responses scored 0 or 1. Finally, as speculated with 

respect to H1F (Section 2.1), we observed a significant difference in functional novelty, but no difference 

number of ideas. Thus, our results support Hypothesis 1. 

With respect to the unsupported measures: H1C number of parts and movements and H1F number of ideas, 

it is possible to offer tentative explanations consistent with the basic research framework (Figure 1). First, 

parts and movements are distinct from functions in that they relate to the layout and structure of the concept 

and thus their inclusion is, to a degree, prompted by the development of the output sketch itself i.e. a missing 

part or movement can become evident in order for the sketch to make visual sense. This is less likely for the 

identification of abstract functions, which are not required for visual sensemaking. Hence, further work is 

needed in order to evaluate if this discrepancy between functions and parts/movements is also evident for 

different types of response where the above confound might be mitigated. 

Second, prior work in creativity implies that ideation fluency can stem from both Type 1 and Type 2 

processing, involving both associative and analytical elements (Howard-Jones, 2002), while novelty or the 

nature of the ideas produced is much less well described. Hence, it is possible that differences in processing 

might impact novelty but not fluency and thus potentially explain the contrast between the number of ideas 

and novelty results. However, research on the specific effects of dual-process cognition in creativity as well 

as interactions between the various ideation metrics is still emerging and further work is needed. 

Table 3: Overview results for Hypotheses 1A-F 
 Measure Result Descriptive statistics Test and significance 

H1A 
Reproduction success  
Gesture/sketched v. 

success/failure 

Supported 
Lower for mismatched 

success/failure 
Gesture = 342 (93%)/24 (7%) 

Sketch = 359 (98%)/7 (2%)  

Chi-squared test  

Χ2 = 9.73 p = .002 

H1B 
Reproduced parts Supported 

Lower for mismatched 
Gesture m = 5.06, SD = 2.59 
Sketch m = 6.05, SD = 2.33 

Paired t-test (2-tail) 
p = .000 
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Reproduced 
movements 

Supported 
Lower for mismatched 

Gesture m = 1.71, SD = 1.80 
Sketch m = 2.18, SD = 1.64 

Paired t-test (2-tail) 
p = .000 

H1C 

Number of functions 
developed 

Supported 
Lower for mismatched 

Gesture m = 2.87, SD = 1.26 
Sketch m = 3.90, SD = 1.60 

t-test (2-tail) 
p = .004 

Number of parts 
developed 

Not Supported 
No difference 

Gesture m = 7.82, SD = 3.58 
Sketch m = 7.16, SD = 2.72 

t-test (2-tail) 
p = .399 

Number of movements 
developed 

Not Supported 
No difference 

Gesture m = 2.08, SD = .77 
Sketch m = 2.10, SD = .87 

t-test (2-tail) 
p = .920 

H1D 

Deviance from input: 
number of parts 

Supported 
Higher for mismatched 

Gesture m = -3.20, SD = 2.91 
Sketch m = -2.36, SD = 2.17 

Paired t-test (2-tail) 
p = .000 

Deviance from input: 
number of movements 

Supported 
Higher for mismatched 

Gesture m = -1.64, SD = 1.36 
Sketch m = -1.13, SD = 1.14 

Paired t-test (2-tail) 
p = .000 

Deviance from input: 
topology 

Supported 
Higher for mismatched 

Gesture m = 2.24, SD = 1.05 
Sketch m = 1.49, SD = 1.15 

Paired t-test (2-tail) 
p = .000 

Deviance from input: 
mode of action 

Supported 
Higher for mismatched 

Gesture m = 1.77, SD = 1.51 
Sketch m = 1.02, SD = 1.39 

Paired t-test (2-tail) 
p = .000 

H1E 

Overall quality 
Rank score 

Not Supported 
No difference 

Gesture m = 3.33, SD = .58 
Sketch m = 3.06, SD = .77 

Mann-Whitney U test 
(2-tail) 

U = 495 p = .133 
Originality in response 
Gesture/sketched v. 

copy/incremental/new 

Supported 
Higher for mismatched 

copy/incremental/new 
Gesture = 20 (34%)/15 

(25%)/24 (41%) 
Sketch = 22 (40%)/21 

(38%)/12 (22%) 

Chi-squared test  

Χ2 = 89.58 p = .000 

H1F 

Functional novelty Supported 
Lower for mismatched 

Gesture m = 1.44, SD = .37 
Sketch m = 1.66, SD = .46 

t-test (2-tail) 
p = .014 

Number of ideas Not Supported 
No difference 

Gesture m = 5.73, SD = 2.08 
Sketch m = 5.45, SD = 1.60 

t-test (2-tail) 
p = .463 

4.2 Testing the impact of implicit modal information 

Our second set of measures provides credible support for Hypothesis 2 across design tasks, with four sub-

measures not being supported and two only marginally supported, as summarised in Table 4. Specifically, 

multiple views and shading were only marginally significant using a 2-tailed test, despite strong support for 

the other measures in H2C. However, a 1-tailed test aligned with the direction of the hypothesis does reveal 

an effect, p = .039 and p = .046 respectively. Therefore, these can be considered marginal support for H2C. 

Further, we observed no significant differences for H2D and H2E. However, these are in contrast to spatially 

focused responses to H2C. Thus, our results tentatively support Hypothesis 2. 

With respect to the unsupported measures in H2D and H2E, it is again possible to offer tentative explanations 

consistent with our research framework. Specifically, it is possible that the act of sketching, which is normally 

not deliberately rationalised, is more reliant on intuitive processing than the detailing and description of 

specific functions and features. Hence, the contrast between the results for H2C, where the sketches 

themselves are found to show distinct differences, and H2D and H2E, where no differences are observed in 

the specific functions and features described. However, further work is needed to explore the types of 

processing involved with different aspects of design work and how those interact during a design task.  

Table 4: Overview results for Hypotheses 2A-E 
 Measure Result Descriptive statistics Test and significance 
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H2A 
Rate of 3D response 
Gesture/sketched v. 

3D/2D 

Supported 
Higher in gestured 

3D/2D 
Gesture = 110 (32%)/232 (68%) 

Sketch = 2 (1%)/357 (99%) 

Chi-squared test 

Χ2 = 130.34 p = .000 

H2B 

Functions 
Gesture/sketched v. 
spatial/non-spatial 

Supported 
Higher in gestured 

spatial/non-spatial 
Gesture = 219 (48%)/237 (52%) 
Sketch = 179 (38%)/288 (62%) 

Chi-squared test 

Χ2 = 8.84 p = .003 

H2C 

Elaboration of spatial 
elements 
3D binary 

Supported 
Higher in gestured 

Gesture = 74% 
Sketch = 36% 

2 Sample Z Test for 
proportions 

z = 3.04 p = .002 
Elaboration of spatial 

elements 
Multiple views binary 

Marginally 
Supported 

Higher in gestured 

Gesture = 15% 
Sketch = 3% 

2 Sample Z Test for 
proportions 

z = 1.77 p = .077 
Elaboration of spatial 

elements 
Shading binary 

Marginally 
Supported 

Higher in gestured 

Gesture = 69% 
Sketch = 48% 

2 Sample Z Test for 
proportions 

z = 1.68 p = .092 
Elaboration of dynamic 

elements 
Kinetic binary 

Supported 
Higher in gestured 

Gesture = 74% 
Sketch = 45% 

2 Sample Z Test for 
proportions 

z = 2.49 p = .013 

H2D 

Functions 
Gesture/sketched v. 
spatial/non-spatial 

Not Supported 
No difference 

spatial/non-spatial 
Gesture = 50 (74%)/18 (26%) 
Sketch = 46 (74%)/16 (26%) 

Chi-squared test 
Χ2 = .01 p = .931 

Features 
Gesture/sketched v. 
spatial/non-spatial 

Not Supported 
No difference 

spatial/non-spatial 
Gesture = 47 (51%)/46 (49%) 
Sketch = 41 (55%)/34 (45%) 

Chi-squared test 
Χ2 = .28 p = .594 

H2E 

Functions 
Gesture/sketched v. 
spatial/non-spatial 

Not Supported 
No difference 

spatial/non-spatial 
Gesture = 274 (71%)/113 (29%) 
Sketch = 363 (67%)/178 (33%) 

Chi-squared test 
Χ2 = 1.44 p = .231 

Features 
Gesture/sketched v. 
spatial/non-spatial 

Not Supported 
No difference 

spatial/non-spatial 
Gesture = 273 (76%)/87 (24%) 
Sketch = 364 (74%)/130 (26%) 

Chi-squared test 
Χ2 = .51 p = .476 

4.3 Checking explicit information content 

Our final set of measures robustly supported all three checks (C1-3 Section 2.3), as summarised in Table 5. 

Here, expectations of equivalent responses to gestured and sketched inputs when controlling for explicit 

information content were observed across all measures. This suggests effective control of this factor was 

achieved across design tasks. Further, these results lend support to the idea that conflicts in prior design 

findings might be derived from factors other than basic processing response. Thus, the checks lend support 

to the findings for Hypotheses 1 and 2. 

Table 5: Overview results for the three checks C1-3 

 Measure Result Descriptive statistics Test and significance 

C1 

Strengths 
Gesture/sketched v. 
spatial/non-spatial 

No difference spatial/non-spatial 
Gesture = 52 (23%)/179 (77%) 
Sketch = 62 (25%)/189 (75%) 

Chi-squared test  

Χ2 = .32 p = .572 

Weaknesses 
Gesture/sketched v. 
spatial/non-spatial 

No difference spatial/non-spatial 
Gesture = 68 (24%)/220 (76%) 
Sketch = 72 (25%)/218 (75%) 

Chi-squared test  

Χ2 = .12 p = .733 

Feasibility 
Gesture/sketched v. 

0/1/2 

No difference score 0/1/2 
Gesture = 125 (34%)/109 

(30%)/132 (36%) 

Chi-squared test 

Χ2 = 1.34 p = .512 
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Sketch = 113 (31%)/122 
(33%)/131 (36%) 

Concept ranking 
Gesture/sketched v. 

rank order 

No difference rank 1/2/3 
Gesture = 40 (36%)/38 

(34%)/34 (30%) 
Sketch = 53 (48%)/24 (22%)/34 

(31%) 

Chi-squared test  

Χ2 = 4.97 p = .083 

C2 

Ownership 
Likert a = .73 

No difference Gesture m = 2.31, SD = .78 
Sketch m = 2.53, SD = .82 

Mann-Whitney U test (2-tail) 
U = 696 p = .278 

Attachment 
Likert a = .70 

No difference Gesture m = 1.70, SD = .44 
Sketch m = 1.94, SD = .53 

Mann-Whitney U test (2-tail) 
U = 758 p = .069 

Self-extension 
Likert a = .65 

No difference Gesture m = 2.19, SD = .77 
Sketch m = 2.43, SD = .76 

Mann-Whitney U test (2-tail) 
U = 697 p = .270 

Satisfaction 
Likert a = .76 

No difference Gesture m = 2.77, SD = .71 
Sketch m = 2.81, SD = .69 

Mann-Whitney U test (2-tail) 
U = 623 p = .826 

C3 

Proportion of own 
ideas selected 

No difference Gesture m = .55, SD = .20 
Sketch m = .58, SD = .21 

t-test (2-tail) 
p = .609 

Replication of Toh et 
al. (2015) gender bias 

No difference  
N = 38 F/ 49 M 

Female m = .57, SD = .18 
Male m = .58, SD = .20 

t-test (2-tail) 
p = .815 

5 Testing a general account of design representation 

Based on the results and building on recent developments in cognitive psychology (Evans & Stanovich, 2013), 

we conceptualise the impact of design representation based on interaction between Type 1 and Type 2 

processing driven by match between input/response, and interplay between implicit modal and explicit 

information content. By examining sketching and gesture across a range of common design tasks, including 

reproduction, evaluation, elaboration, ideation, and selection, we test an array of predictions derived from 

dual-process theory. This offers multiple windows into the implications of dual-process theory across the 

design process. 

Collectively, the results support an understanding of design work based on an interplay between Type 1 and 

Type 2 processing, jointly shaping design outcomes. This aligns with prior work in the creativity literature 

(Sowden et al., 2015) as well as more general discussions of potential dual-process explanations of design 

(Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014). First, match between input and response impacts almost all aspects of design 

work across a range of measures. For example, with matched input/response leading to easier reproduction 

and more elaboration but lower development and originally. This highlights the importance of match 

between input/response both in terms of its potential impact on design work but also when interpreting 

design studies with multiple input representation modes being contrasted based on results derived from only 

one representation mode. This methodological implication could help explain some of the varied results 

when comparing prior design studies contrasting multiple stimuli in matched and mismatched conditions 

(Linsey et al., 2011; Toh & Miller, 2014). Second, our results highlight the need to differentiate explicit and 

implicit information and how these interact with the design task, which aligns with similar distinctions found 

in studies of uncertainty (Cash & Kreye, 2018; Sloman, 2002). This could help explain the observed differences 

in fluency and novelty results in, for example, the fixation literature (Sio et al., 2015; Vasconcelos & Crilly, 
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2016). Finally, our results highlight the limitations of operationalising and testing abstract cognitive theory in 

the design context and the significant theory development still needed in order to translate dual-process 

mechanisms into design relevant measures.  

This research addresses the need for theoretical synthesis by describing common mechanisms through which 

design representation can be understood across design tasks. Further, this work provides an important 

empirical contribution by adding to the previously limited set of comparative studies in the design 

representation context (Maier & Kleinsmann, 2013; Toh & Miller, 2014; Visser & Maher, 2011). More 

generally, this work helps demonstrate the potential for the adaption of theory from other fields into the 

design domain based on the principals of theory-driven design research (Cash, 2018, 2020). Together these 

substantially extend prior research on design representation, in particular sketching and gesture, and provide 

the basis for a number of implications for design theory, education, and practice.  

In summary, this work provides a basis for three main extensions to design theory. First, we take a step 

towards explaining how interactions between Type 1 and Type 2 processing can be used to understand 

designers’ differing responses to, and usage of, varied representation types. Second, we complement the 

growing body of work on dual-process related creativity, by linking variation in match between 

input/response to creative outcomes across the design process. Finally, we point to the need to understand 

the potentially differing impact of explicit and implicit information content in design tasks and other stimuli. 

5.1 Limitations 

Before discussing the implications there are two main limitations to be considered. First, while dual-process 

theory is relatively mature (Evans, 2008), its application to design is very limited (Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014; 

Cash, Daalhuizen, et al., 2019), and questions remain about its exact mechanisms. This means that there are 

a number of questions requiring further study regarding how exactly to operationalise dual-process 

hypotheses and measures relevant to design research. Further, mechanisms dealing with the distribution 

and interaction between Type 1 and Type 2 processing during tasks are yet to be fully understood. As such, 

we have focused on developing hypotheses connected to design relevant measures and concrete accounts 

of design work (Table 2). The limitation of this approach is that we have encountered a number of null results 

(Tables 3 and 4), which, while explainable, are not easily disentangled within the current research framework. 

Further, it means we do not provide direct evidence for specific processing types, but rather build on the 

postulated mechanisms to explain design-relevant measures. In particular, permutations of input and 

response could be evaluated to further interrogate the hypothesised mechanisms regarding 

match/mismatch and associated mental simulation demands. Future studies could manipulate the explicit 

content and examine how it is interpreted and manipulated by the designer in various conditions. Thus, 

further theory-development is needed in order to operationalise dual-process concepts and measures into a 

design relevant framework, able to disambiguate the multiple mechanisms and effects at play.  
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Second, while the reported studies (Table 1) follow typical best practice in terms of study design and sample 

size in design research, further empirical work is needed in two dimensions: i) expansion of the quantitative 

sample via replication as well as experimentation elaborating on the results in this work; ii) development of 

complementary qualitative work to explore the degree to which experimental insights translate to design in 

practice. Both of these dimensions require a wider programme of research related by common theory, as 

highlighted in recent discussions by Ball and Christensen (Ball & Christensen, 2018; Christensen & Ball, 2019) 

and Cash (2018, 2020). Thus, while the current work has a number of limitations, it nerveless provides a clear 

foundation for future development of dual-process theory in the design context. 

5.2 Implications for design theory 

First, this work demonstrates how an interplay between intuitive Type 1 and reflective Type 2 processing can 

explain a number of design representation results across a range of design tasks. By testing specific 

predictions, we substantially extend the debate regarding the potential applicability of dual-process theory 

in the design context (Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014; Cash, Daalhuizen, et al., 2019; Crilly & Cardoso, 2017), and 

provide another example of dual-process theory’s predictive power in practice (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). 

We highlight the interaction between Type 1 and Type 2 processing as a potential explanation linking 

previously distinct bodies of research in design (Ball & Christensen, 2009; Mulder, Swaak, & Kessels, 2004). 

In order to further extend and elaborate understanding regarding these potential links, future work could 

systematically compare applications of dual-process theory in design research, for example to intuition and 

decision making (Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014), creativity (Sowden et al., 2015), and method use (Daalhuizen, 

2014). In addition, further work is needed to elaborate the complex interactions between dual-processing 

mechanisms and the contextually situated factors that also influence design work in practice (Ball & 

Christensen, 2018; Hay et al., 2017). 

Second, this work expands the scope of prior applications of dual-process theory in design research to 

representation, which, to-date, has been little studied through this lens (Eris et al., 2014; Scaife & Rogers, 

1996; Visser & Maher, 2011). Importantly, because dual-process theory describes abstract cognitive 

mechanisms it has the potential to extend predictions to new or emerging design contexts, as well as new or 

emerging representation modes in design, such as AR, VR (Ng, Oon, Ong, & Nee, 2011) or tangible interfaces 

(Oppl & Stary, 2013). Thus, this work forms a basis for possible elaboration of dual-process theory in the 

wider design representation context. Future work could expand the scope of operationalisation by testing 

predictions across emerging representation modes, such as AR or VR, as well as other contexts, such as multi-

modal teamwork in practice (Cash, Skec, & Storga, 2019; Dong, Kleinsmann, & Deken, 2013). Further, by 

providing a formal model linking representation inputs and responses across design tasks this study could 

also inform future development of agent based models of designers and design teams, which have already 

shown promising steps towards incorporating dual-processing mechanisms to explain design work (Perisic, 
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Martinec, Storga, & Gero, 2019; Perisic, Storga, & Gero, 2019; Sosa, 2016). Collectively, these point to a 

number of research directions that link to recent work, e.g. by Hay et al. (2020). 

5.3 Implications for design education and practice 

Our findings also have implications for both educational and professional settings. Specifically, we highlight 

two mechanisms that can inform the use of representation, during, for example, instruction or training in 

education and design reviews or handovers in practice. First, when input and desired response are 

mismatched there is an apparent reduction in repetition and increase in interpretation and development. 

For example, we observed how a matched condition with sketched input/response supported more 

complete and accurate reproduction of a communicated concept, at the cost of also allowing for uncritical 

copying. Second, the implicit modal information of a representation prompts associations that parallel 

interpretation of explicit information content. For example, we observed how gestured inputs prompted a 

focus on spatial and dynamic features without necessarily compromising a designer’s ability to evaluate the 

concept being represented. Further, while both modes of representation proved effective prompts for 

elaboration and ideation, gesture favoured a focus on spatial and dynamic features while sketching drew 

attention to structural features. As such, designers and design educators should deliberately select the input 

and response mode of representation that best fit their design task. These results could also expand the 

scope of recommendations for the development of representational communication and design tools 

(Kulkarni et al., 2000) as well as specific design education (Booth et al., 2016). Further work is needed to 

examine other task relevant impacts of mode of representation, such as long-term recall (Stark & Perfect, 

2008) or persuasiveness (Babapour, 2016; Pei et al., 2011).  

6 Conclusions 

The aim of this study was to provide a more general account of design representation by operationalising 

and testing predictions from dual-process theory with respect to the differing impacts of gesture and 

sketching across design tasks. We show that similarities and differences between gesture and sketching in 

design can be predicted using dual-process theory. Based on these results, the impact of design 

representation is conceptualised in terms of an interaction between Type 1 and Type 2 processing. Our 

findings lead to three main contributions. First, we demonstrate how dual-process theory can explain key 

design representation results across design tasks, including reproduction, evaluation, elaboration, ideation, 

and selection. Second, by operationalising dual-process theory in this context we provide a foundation for 

developing a more general account of design representation. Finally, we highlight specific strengths and 

weaknesses of different input/response combinations of sketching and gesture across design tasks in order 

to provide practical guidance for design educators and practitioners. These contributions extend prior 

research on design representation and add to discussions of design cognition and communication, design 

theory, and the use of design representation in education and practice.  
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Looking forward, this paper also contributes to the emerging dialogue on design in the age of data, 

digitalisation, and Artificial Intelligence (AI). In particular, our findings have implications for understanding 

multi-modality, and the interplay between representation modes, especially gesture and sketching in XR. 

Given the fast pace of advances in AI, cognition support, and automated design tools and learning algorithms, 

general accounts of design are critical to understanding and supporting new forms of design work. Thus, we 

hope this work serves to spark debate regarding how working with theory can inform the wider impact of 

design research. 
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